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A R T I C L E  B Y :  C F F C

Chicago Fire FC (0-2-1, 1 point) fell 2-1 to the Columbus Crew (2-0-1, 7 points) at Lower.com Field.
Chicago’s most dangerous chance of the first half came in the third minute when Xherdan Shaqiri
connected with Maren Haile-Selassie on the right flank. Haile-Selassie carried the ball up and faced
Columbus goalkeeper Patrick Schulte, who held his ground and redirected the ball with his back leg.
In the 15th minute, it was Chris Brady’s turn to make the save when Columbus sent a corner kick across the
box that Brady did well to swat away. The rebound landed near the top of the six-yard box but the shot was
sent wide.
The Fire had another close chance in the 65th minute when midfielder Fabian Herbers picked the pocket of
a Columbus defender at midfield and sped toward goal. He passed it slightly to his right for Cuypers, whose
shot across the goalmouth hit the left post and bounced out.
Columbus second-half sub Jacen Russell-Rowe opened the scoring for Columbus in the 68th minute but
Chicago pulled one back in the 72nd minute. Haile-Selassie ran down a ball in the box, touching it to his left
just as Schulte came out to cut off the angle. Herbers had followed the play, sending the ball into the open
goal for Chicago’s first goal in Columbus in five seasons.
After a back and forth second half, the fourth official called for 12 minutes of stoppage time. Late into
stoppage time, Mohamed Farsi scored on a rebound off of Diego Rossi’s initial shot that was denied by
Brady. The late tally gave Columbus the victory on home field.

Notes:
Defenders Chase Gasper and Tobias Salquist earned their first starts in a Fire jersey. Salquist made his
MLS debut.
With today’s start, midfielder Fabian Herbers made his 125th appearance with the Fire, becoming the
15th player in Club history to reach the mark.
Midfielder Fabian Herbers scored the first goal in Columbus since August 31, 2019, when midfielder
Przemysław Frankowski scored in the 90+4' to earn Chicago a point against the Crew.

Chicago Fire FC Fall to Columbus Crew

2-1 at Lower.com Field





Carvana – an industry pioneer for buying and selling used vehicles online – joins the Fire
as their Front Kit Partner, as well as being named the Club’s Official Online Auto Retailer
Partner and Presenting Partner of the Chicago Fire FC Regular Season. Through the
multiyear agreement, Carvana will become an integral part of the Fire’s 2024 campaign,
appearing across the First Team, MLS NEXT Pro (Chicago Fire II), and Chicago Fire
Academy team jerseys, and working with the Club to bring new community engagement,
youth sports and school programming initiatives, and special experiences for local
residents and Chicago Fire Season Ticket Members. For more information, please visit
www.carvana.com and follow at @Carvana.

https://www.carvana.com/
https://twitter.com/Carvana
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